China is forever linked to its ancient civilization, friendly people, and many of the world’s most revered treasures. Travel with Pinnacle to climb the Great Wall’s watchtowers, see Giant Pandas, experience Peking Opera, explore the Forbidden City and Imperial Palaces, Cruise the Yangtze River, enjoy epicurean delights and come face to face with the Terracotta Warriors.

5 Days 4 Nights Unique Jiangnan "5+1" Tour

Enjoy the Exhilarating Packages with Pinnacle Travel!

 ►Daily Departure: 2 to GO (Private Tour)◄

Five Highlights:

 Exclusive Travel-Louvre in East Asia - Lingshan Brahma Palace.
 Take the world’s fastest Maglev Train Ride.
 Ascend Shanghai’s World Financial Center’s 94th Floor - The world’s highest skyscraper
 The Suzhou Museum designed by Leoh Ming Pei, a well-known architectural artist.
 A living ancient town with more than one thousand years of history - Xitang.
(Boat cruise)

DAY 1: ARRIVAL IN SHANGHAI – SUZhou (L, B)
Check in at airport for departure flight to Shanghai, it’s a biggest city in China also known as “Oriental Paris”. Take the world’s fastest Maglev Train Ride travelling up to 380/mph to the downtown. Continue ascend to the 94th floor of Shanghai World Financial Center, the world’s highest skyscraper for a panoramic view of the bustling Shanghai city. Next, proceed to Shanghai Tianmai Jade Center to visit the jade craftsmanship. After that transfer to Suzhou. Visit the Hanshan Temple built 700 years ago. Hanshan Temple has been famous since the Tang Dynasty. It owes its eminence to a poem entitled “Mooring for the Night at Fengqiao Bridge” by Zhang Ji (A Tang Dynasty poet) as well as the toll of the bell in the temple. Bird’s Nest is located in Suzhou Jinji Lake; it has a large theater, cinemas, performing arts restaurants, business center, science and technology exhibition hall and other functions, be called the largest comprehensive arts and cultural center.

DAY 2: SUZhou – Wuxi (B, L, D)
Today, visit the Suzhou Museum; it is designed by world-renowned architect IM Pei. The museum’s design combines the traditional architectural style of Suzhou, placed in the courtyard between the museums, so that the building in harmony with its surrounding environment. Then, visit to the Silk Factory in Suzhou. Suzhou has always been well-known as the hometown of silk. After lunch, ride to Wuxi - one of China’s five major freshwater lake located there. Visit the scenic Lingshan Brahma Palace and the Largest Bronze Buddha. It is located in the vastness of the lake shore, Continue visit to the Pearl farming and Purple Ivan. Wuxi Taihu Pearl is artificially cultivated freshwater pearls. Great high quality of its grain, pure colour, naturally beautiful dazzling, reputation in the international market.

DAY 3: Wuxi – HANGzhou (B, L, D)
After breakfast, transfer to Hangzhou which is known as “the most beautiful city in the world”. It is said that: There is paradise in heaven, Suzhou and Hangzhou on earth. You can Cruise on West Lake, view fish at Flower Harbor, walking along the Su Cause in the Spring, enjoy the brilliant scenic spots of Melting Snow at Broken Bridge, Outlook the Leifeng Pagoda. Next, depart for visit Wansong College which is built in Tang Dynasty and famous around the Suzhou and Hangzhou District. Thanks to the Love Legend: Butterfly Lovers here becomes the Holy Land of Love. Taste the famous Longjing Green Tea in the Longjing Tea Plantation.

DAY 4: HANGzhou – XITANG – SHANGHAI (B, L, D)
This morning, transfer to ancient town - Xitang which is with thousand years’ history. It is very rare that such an architecture complex built in Ming and Qing Dynasty can be preserved so complete. The whole water town is so beautiful as a poem or a painting. The ancient scholars called it as an ancient water town lives in the dream. In the result of the film MISSION IMPOSSIBLE, the ancient town became famous around the world. You can visit Chinese Wine Culture Museum, Zui Garden and Western Garden. After tour of Xitang, return to Shanghai.

DAY 5: DEPART FROM SHANGHAI (B)
After breakfast, depart for the famous Nanjing Road for free shopping. Visit to Tongrentang before transfer to Shanghai airport to catch your onward flight. Home Sweet Home!
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